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CIA also a criminal organization
"In my 30-year history in the Drug Enforcement Administration and related agencies, the major
targets of my investigations almost invariably turned out to be working for the CIA."
--Dennis Dayle, former chief of DEA CENTAC. (Peter Dale Scott & Jonathan Marshall, Cocaine
Politics: Drugs, Armies,and the CIA in Central America, Berkeley: University of California Press,
1991, pp. x-xi.)
"There is no question in my mind that people affiliated with, on the payroll of, and carrying the
credentials of, the CIA were involved in drug trafficking while involved in support of the contras."
—Senator John Kerry, The Washington Post (1996).
"our covert agencies have converted themselves to channels for drugs."
--Senator John Kerry, 1988
"It is clear that there is a network of drug trafficking through the Contras...We can produce specific
law-enforcement officials who will tell you that they have been called off drug-trafficking
investigations because the CIA is involved or because it would threaten national security."
--Senator John Kerry at a closed door Senate Committee hearing
"...officials in the Justice Department sought to undermine attempts by Senator Kerry to have
hearings held on the allegations."
-Jack Blum, investigator for the Senate Foreign Relations Subcommittee
We live in a dirty and dangerous world ... There are some things the general public does not need to
know and shouldn't. I believe democracy flourishes when the government can take legitimate steps
to keep its secrets and when the press can decide whether to print what it knows.
--1988 speech by Washington Post owner Katharine Graham at CIA Headquarters
"We were complicit as a country, in narcotics traffic at the same time as we're spending countless
dollars in this country as we try to get rid of this problem. It's mind-boggling. I don't know if we got
the worst intelligence system in the world, i don't know if we have the best and they knew it all, and
just overlooked it. But no matter how you look at it, something's wrong. Something is really wrong
out there."
-- Senator John Kerry, Iran Contra Hearings, 1987
"it is common knowledge here in Miami that this whole Contra operation was paid for with
cocaine... I actually saw the cocaine and the weapons together under one roof, weapons that I
helped ship to Costa Rica."
--Oliver North employee Jesus Garcia December, 1986
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"I have put thousands of Americans away for tens of thousands of years with less evidence for
conspiracy than is available against Ollie North and CIA people...I personally was involved in a
deep-cover case that went to the top of the drug world in three countries. The CIA killed it."
-Former DEA Agent Michael Levine - CNBC-TV, October 8, 1996
"When this whole business of drug trafficking came out in the open in the Contras, the CIA gave a
document to Cesar, Popo Chamorro and Marcos Aguado, too...""..They said this is a document
holding them harmless, without any responsibility, for having worked in U.S.security…"
--Eden Pastora, Former ARDE Contra leader - November 26, 1996, speaking before the Senate
Select Intelligence Committee on alleged CIA drug trafficking to fund Nicaraguan Contras in the
1980s
"I believe that elements working for the CIA were involved in bringing drugs into the country," "I
know specifically that some of the CIA contract workers, meaning some of the pilots, in fact were
bringing drugs into the U.S. and landing some of these drugs in government air bases. And I know
so because I was told by someo f these pilots that in fact they had done that."
– Retired DEA agent Hector Berrellez on PBS Frontline. Berrellez was a supervisory agent on the
Enrique Camarena murder investigation
"I do think it a terrible mistake to say that 'We're going to allow drug trafficking to destroy
American citizens' as a consequence of believing that the contra effort was a higher priority."
-Senator Robert Kerrey (D-NE)
A Sept. 26, 1984, Miami police intelligence report noted that money supporting contras being
illegally trained inFlorida "comes from narcotics transactions." Every page of the report is stamped:
"Record furnished to George Kosinsky, FBI." Is Mr. Kosinsky's number missing from (Janet)
Reno's rolodex?
– Robert Knight and Dennis Bernstein, 1996 . Janet Reno was at that time (1984), the Florida State
prosecutor.---on Sept. 13, 1996, the nation's highest law enforcement official, Attorney General Janet Reno,
stated flatly that there's "no evidence" at this time to support the charges. And a week earlier, on
Sept. 7, director of Central Intelligence, John Deutch, stated his belief that there's "no substance" to
allegations of CIA involvement.
"For decades, the CIA, the Pentagon, and secret organizations like Oliver North's Enterprise have
been supporting and protecting the world's biggest drug dealers.... The Contras and some of their
Central Americanallies ... have been documented by DEA as supplying ... at least 50 percent of our
national cocaine consumption. They were the main conduit to the United States for Colombian
cocaine during the 1980's. The rest of the drug supply ... came from other CIA-supported groups,
such as DFS (the Mexican CIA) ... other groups and/or individuals like Manual Noriega."
-- Michael Levine, The Big White Lie: The CIA and the Cocaine/Crack Epidemic
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"To my great regret, the bureau (FBI) has told me that some of the people I identified as being
involved in drug smuggling are present or past agents of the Central Intelligence Agency."
--Wanda Palacio’s 1987 sworn testimony before U.S. Sen. John Kerry's Senate Subcommittee on
Narcotics and International Terrorism.
“I sat gape-mouthed as I heard the CIA Inspector General, testify that there has existed a secret
agreement between CIA and the Justice Department, wherein "during the years 1982 to 1995, CIA
did not have to report the drug trafficking its assets did to the Justice Department. To a trained DEA
agent this literally means that the CIA had been granted a license to obstruct justice in our so-called
war on drugs; a license that lasted - so CIA claims -from 1982 to 1995, a time during which
Americans paid almost $150 billion in taxes to "fight" drugs.God, with friends like these, who
needs enemies?”
- Former DEA Agent Michael Levine, March 23, 1998.
CIA ADMITS TO DEAL WITH JUSTICE DEPARTMENT TO OBSTRUCT JUSTICE.“The CIA
finally admitted, yesterday, in the New York Times no less, that they, in fact, did "work with" the
Nicaraguan Contras while they had information that they were involved in cocaine trafficking to the
United States. An action known to us court qualified experts and federal agents as Conspiracy to
Import and Distribute Cocaine—a federal felony punishable by up to life in prison. To illustrate
how us regular walking around, non CIA types are treated when we violate this law, while I was
serving as a DEA supervisor in New York City, I put two New York City police officers in a federal
prison for Conspiracy to distribute Cocaine when they looked the other way at their friend's drug
2/10dealing. We could not prove they earned a nickel nor that they helped their friend in any way,
they merely did not do their duty by reporting him. They were sentenced to 10and 12 years
respectively, and one of them, I was recently told, had committed suicide.”
- Former DEA Agent Michael Levine, September, 1998 from the article “IS ANYONE
APOLOGIZING TO GARY WEBB?”
“After five witnesses testified before the U.S. Senate, confirming that John Hull—a C.I.A. operative
and the lynch-pin of North's contra resupply operation—had been actively running drugs from
Costa Rica to the U.S."under the direction of the C.I.A.," Costa Rican authorities arrested him. Hull
then quickly jumped bail and fled to the U.S.—according to my sources—with the help of DEA,
putting the drug fighting agency in the schizoid business of both kidnapping accused drug dealers
and helping them escape.... The then-President of Costa Rica, Oscar Arias was stunned when he
received letters from nineteen U.S. Congressman—including Lee Hamilton of Indiana, the
Democrat who headed the Iran-contra committee—warning him "to avoid situations . . .that could
adversely affect our relations."
-Former DEA Agent Michael Levine, September, 1998 from the article “I Volunteer to Kidnap
Oliver North”
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"Drug trafficking has permeated all political structures and has corrupted federal, state, and local
officials. It has deformed the economy. It is a cancer that has generated financial and political
dependence, which instead of producing goods, has created serious problems ultimately affecting
honest businessmen. The Attorney General's office is unable to eradicate drug trafficking because
government structures at all levels are corrupted."
-- Eduardo Valle, former adviser, Attorney General in Mexico
60 MINUTES- Head of DEA Robert Bonner Says CIA Smuggled Drugs
https://www.scribd.com/doc/131231070/60-MINUTES-Head-of-DEA-Robert-Bonner-Says-CIASmuggled-Drugs
Dennis Dayle, former head of DEA's Centac, was asked the following question: "Enormously
powerful criminal organizations are controlling many countries, and to a certain degree controlling
the world, and controlling our lives. Your own U.S. government to some extent supports them, and
is concealing this fact from you. "Dennis Dayle's answer: "I know that to be true. That is not
conjecture. Experience, over the better part of my adult life, tells me that that is so. And there is a
great deal of persuasive evidence. "He (Former Congressman Bill Alexander - D. Ark.) made me
privy to the depositions he took from three of the most credible witnesses in that project, which left
absolutely no doubt in my mind that the government of the United States was an active participant
in one of the largest dope operations in the world.."
-- Former Arkansas Supreme Court Justice Jim Johnson
“The Contras moved drugs not by the pound, not by the bags, but by the tons, by the cargo
planeloads”
--Jack Blum, investigator for the Senate Foreign Relations Subcommittee, testimony under oath on
Feb. 11, 1987
“... he was making millions, 'cos he had his own source of,... avenue for his own,..heroin. I'm sure
we all knew it, but we tried to monitor it, because we controlled most of the pilots you see. We're
giving him freedom of navigation into Thailand, into the bases, and we don't want him to get
involved in moving, you know, this illicit traffic--O.K., silver bars and gold, O.K., but not heroin.
What they would do is, they weren't going into Thailand, they were flying it in a big wet wing
airplane that could fly for thirteen hours, a DC-3, and all the wings were filled with gas. They fly
down to Pakse, then they fly over to Da Nang, and then the number two guy to President Thieu
would receive it.”
3/10–CIA Officer Anthony (“Tony Poe”) Poshepny May 17, 1988 PBS Frontline episode “Guns,
Drugs, and the CIA”
(Poshepny was a legendary covert operations officer who had supervised the CIA’s secret war in
Northern Laos during the 1960s and early 1970s. In the interview, Poshepny stated that the CIA
had supplied air transport for the heroin shipments of their local ally, General Vang Pao, the only
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such on-the-record confirmation by a former CIA officer concerning agency involvement in the
narcotics trade.)
"It is ... believed by the FBI, SF, that Norwin Meneses was and still may be, an informant for the
Central Intelligence Agency."
--CIA OIG report on Contra involvement in drug trafficking (Ch III, Pt2).
(Norwin Meneses was issued a visa and moved freely about the United States despite being listed in
more than 40 drug investigations over the two previous decades and being listed in an active
indictment for narcotics. He has never been prosecuted in this country.)
“There is secret communication between CIA and members of the Congressional staff - one must
keep in mind that Porter Goss, the chairman, is an ex CIA official- indicating that the whole hearing
is just a smoke and mirror show so that the American people - particularly the Black community can "blow off some steam"without doing any damage to CIA. The CIA has been assured that
nothing real will be done, other than some embarrassing questions being asked.”
- Former DEA Agent Michael Levine, March 23, 1998. CIA ADMITS TO DEAL WITH JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT TO OBSTRUCT JUSTICE.
"If you ask: In the process of fighting a war against the Sandinistas, did people connected with the
US government open channels which allowed drug traffickers to move drugs to the United States,
did they know the drug traffickers were doing it, and did they protect them from law enforcement?
The answer to all those questions is yes.""We don't need to investigate . We already know. The
evidence is there."
-- Jack Blum, former Chief Counsel to John Kerry's Subcommittee on Narcotics and Terrorism in
1996 Senate Hearings
“Several informed sources have told me that an appendix to this Report was removed at the
instruction of the Department of Justice at the last minute. This appendix is reported to have
information about a CIA officer, not agent or asset, but officer, based in the Los Angeles Station,
who was in charge of Contra related activities.According to these sources, this individual was
associated with running drugs to South Central Los Angeles,around 1988. Let me repeat that
amazing omission. The recently released CIA Report Volume II contained an appendix, which was
pulled by the Department of Justice, that reported a CIA officer in the LA Station was hooked into
drug running in South Central Los Angeles.”
--U.S. Congresswoman Maxine Waters – October 13. 1998, speaking on the floor of the US House
of Representatives.
“My knowledge of all this comes from my time as British Ambassador in Uzbekistan. I ... watched
the Jeeps … bringing the heroin through from Afghanistan, en route to Europe. I watched the
tankers of chemicals roaring into Afghanistan. The four largest players in the heroin business are all
senior members of the Afghan government – the government that our soldiers are fighting and
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dying to protect.”
--Former British Ambassador to Uzbekistan Craig Murray,2007
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-469983/Britain-protecting-biggest-heroin-crop-time.html
This war with China ... really seems to me so wicked as to be a national sin of the greatest possible
magnitude, and it distresses me very deeply. Cannot any thing be done by petition or otherwise to
awaken men’s minds to the dreadful guilt we are incurring? I really do not remember, in any history,
of a war undertaken with such combined injustice and baseness. Ordinary wars of conquest are to
me far less wicked, than to go to war in order to maintain smuggling, and that smuggling consisting
in the introduction of a demoralizing drug, which the 4/10government of China wishes to keep out,
and which we, for the lucre of gain, want to introduce by force; and in this quarrel are going to burn
and slay in the pride of our supposed superiority.
— Thomas Arnold to W. W. Hull, March 18, 1840
http://www.victorianweb.org/history/empire/opiumwars/opiumwars1.html
"We also became aware of deep connections between the law-enforcement community and the
intelligence community. I, personally, repeatedly heard from prosecutors and people in the lawenforcement world that CIA agents were required to sit in on the debriefing of various people who
were being questioned about the drug trade. They were required to be present when witnesses were
being prepped for certain drug trials. At various times the intelligence community inserted itself in
that legal process. I believe that that was an impropriety; that that should not have occurred."
--Jack Blum, speaking before the October 1996 Senate Select Intelligence Committee on alleged
CIA drug trafficking to fund Nicaraguan Contras in the 1980s, Chaired by Senator Arlen Specter.
"The CIA wants to know about drug trafficking, but only for their own purposes, and not
necessarily for the use of law enforcement agencies. Torres told DEA Confidential Informant 1 that
CIA representatives are aware of his drug-related activities, and that they don't mind. He said they
had gone so far as to encourage cocaine trafficking by members of the contras, because they know
it's a good source of income. Some of this money has gone into numbered accounts in Europe and
Panama, as does the money that goes to Managua from cocaine trafficking. Torres told the
informant about receiving counterintelligence training from the CIA, and had avowed that the CIA
looks the other way and in essence allows them to engage in narcotics trafficking."
--1987 DEA REPORT
US ATTORNEY WILLIAM Weld claims he followed up with an investigation. But there is,
however, no record that while Weld was the chief prosecutor for the U.S., that so much as one
Contra-related narcotics trafficker was brought to justice."
--John Mattes, special counsel to Sen. John Kerry's Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee on
terrorism and narcotics.
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(When the FBI was notified) "in fact they didn't want to look at the contras. They wanted to look at
us and try to deter us from our investigation. We were threatened on countless occasions by FBI
agents who told us that we'd gone too far in our investigation of the contras."
--John Mattes, special counsel to Sen. John Kerry's Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee on
terrorism and narcotics.
"There would appear to be substance to the allegations," "potential official involvement
in...gunrunning and narcotics trafficking between Florida and Central and South America." "that the
Justice Department either attempted to slow down or abort one of the ongoing criminal
investigations."
---House Judiciary Subcommittee on Crime chairman William Hughes (D-N.J.) 1987 press
conference
"Cabezas claimed that the contra cocaine operated with the knowledge of, and under the supervision
of, the CIA. Cabezas claimed that this drug enterprise was run with the knowledge of CIA agent
Ivan Gómez."
--1987 DEA REPORT QUOTING A 1985 CIA REPORT
"what we investigated, which is on the record as part of the Kerry committee report, is evidence that
narcotics traffickers associated with the Contra leaders were allowed to smuggle over a ton of
cocaine into the United States. Those same Contra leaders admitted under oath their association and
affiliation with the CIA."
--John Mattes, attorney, former federal public defender, counsel to John Kerry's senate committee
"we knew everybody around Pastora was involved in cocaine... His staff and friends... were drug
smugglers or involved in drug smuggling."
--CIA Officer Alan Fiers (At Ilopango) "the CIA owned one hangar, and the National Security
Council ran the other."
"There is no doubt that they were running large quantities of cocaine into the U.S. to support the
Contras," "Wesaw the cocaine and we saw boxes full of money. We're talking about very large
quantities of cocaine and millions of dollars."
"my reports contain not only the names of traffickers, but their destinations, flight paths, tail
numbers, and the date and time of each flight."
--DEA Agent Celerino Castillo III said he detailed Contra drug activities in Official DEA reports,
each signed by DEA Country attache Bob Stia.
an eight-page June 25, 1986, staff memorandum clearly stated that "a number of individuals who
supported the Contras and who participated in Contra activity in Texas, Louisiana, California and
Florida, as well as in Honduras, Nicaragua and Costa Rica, have suggested that cocaine is being
smuggled in the U.S. through the same infrastructure which is procuring, storing and transporting
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weapons, explosives, ammunition and military equipment for the Contras from the United States."
----March 31, 1987 Newsday article
"What we investigated and uncovered, was the very infrastructure of the network that had the veil
of national security protecting it, so that people could load cannons in broad daylight, in public
airports, on flights going to Ilopango Airport, where in fact the very same people were bringing
narcotics back into the U.S., unimpeded."
--John Mattes, attorney, former federal public defender, special counsel to Sen. John Kerry's Senate
Foreign Relations subcommittee on terrorism and narcotics.
"Imagine this, here you have Oliver North, a high-level official in the National Security Council
running a covert action in collaboration with a drug cartel," "That's what I call treason we'll never
know how many kids died because these so-called patriots were so hot to support the contras that
they risked several generations of our young people to do it."
--MICHEAL LEVINE, (DEA RETIRED)
"As a key member of the joint committees, he (HENRY HYDE) certainly played a major role in
keeping the American people blindfolded about this story," Levine said. "There was plenty of hard
evidence. ... The totality of the whole picture is very compelling. This is very damning evidence. …
--MICHEAL LEVINE, (DEA RETIRED)
(FBI Agent Mike Foster) "Foster said it (CONTRA DRUG TRAFFICKING) would be a great story,
like a grand slam, if they could put it together. He asked the DEA for the reports, who told him there
were no such reports. Yet when I showed him the copies of the reports that I had, he was shocked. I
never heard from him again."
---Celerino Castillo III describes his meeting with FBI agent Mike Foster, who was assigned to
Special Prosecutor Lawrence Walsh.
"My god," "when I was serving as a DEA agent, you gave me a page from someone in the Pentagon
with notes like that, I would've been on his back investigating everything he did from the minute his
eyes opened, every diary notebook, every phone would have been tapped, every trip he made."
--Michael Levine (DEA retired) read Oliver North's diary entries, finding hundreds of drug
references. Former Drug Enforcement Administration head John Lawn testified that Mr. North
himself had prematurely leaked a DEA undercover operation, jeopardizing agents’ lives, for
political advantage in an upcoming Congressional vote on aid to the contras (p.121).
"In my book, Big White Lie, I that the CIA stopped us from indicting the Bolivian government at
the same time contra assets were going down there to pick up drugs. When you put it all together,
you have much more evidence to convict Ollie North, Dewey Clarridge and all the way up the line,
than they had in any John Gotti case."
-MIKE LEVINE, (DEA RETIRED)
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"With respect to the Resistance Forces...it is not a couple of people. It is a lot of people."
--CIA Central American Task Force Chief Alan Fiers, Testimony at Iran Contra hearings
"The government made a secret decision to sacrifice a part of the American population for the
contra effort,"
-- Washington attorney Jack Blum before the Senate Intelligence Committee in 1996. Blum had
been special counsel to Sen. John Kerry's Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee on terrorism and
narcotics.
(Reagan administration officials were) "quietly undercutting law enforcement and human-rights
agencies that might have caused them difficulty," "Policy makers absolutely closed their eyes to the
criminal behavior of the contras."
-- Washington attorney Jack Blum before the Senate Intelligence Committee in 1996.
"For some reason, Webb's piece came up, and I asked the guys (Undercover narcs), 'So, what do
you think? Is what Webb wrote about the CIA true?'" "And they all turned to me and said," Of
course it is.'
--Writer Charles Bowden describes the reaction of drug agents during an interview, September,
1998
"Here's my problem. I think that if people in the government of the United States make a secret
decision to sacrifice some portion of the American population in the form of ... deliberately
exposing them to drugs, that is a terrible decision that should never be made in secret."
--Jack Blum, speaking before the October 1996 Senate Select Intelligence Committee on alleged
CIA drug trafficking to fund Nicaraguan Contras in the 1980s, Chaired by Senator Arlen Specter.
--------"The other thing that John found out over time -- and the seeds of that were so very early -- was the
drug traffickers were moving dope to the United States under cover of the Contra war, and that the
Contra movement, the infrastructure supporting the Contras, was infested by drug traffickers. In
fact, later on, we found one of the drug traffickers who Oliver North and the NSC was working with
to provide support to the Contras -- and we even got money ultimately from the State Department to
support the Contras -- was moving marijuana by the ton into the state of Massachusetts, into New
Bedford. It wasn't the only place he was moving dope. But it was one of the places. So the disorder
caused by the war was bringing dope into this country. Now, 10 years later, the Central Intelligence
Agency inspector general investigated all of this, and found that the particular allegations and things
that Kerry had looked at -- there was substantial evidence for every one of them. There was a huge
amount of drugs relating to that Contra infrastructure. …"
-Jonathan Winer, former chief counsel to the Kerry committee (1985-1994), former U.S. deputy
assistant secretary of state for international law enforcement
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/choice2004/interviews/winer.html
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------------------------I remember Dick Cheney attacking John Kerry in 1986 for things John Kerry was saying about the
Contras and the NSC and Oliver North. Every single thing John Kerry said was true. The attacks
were aggressive, and were based on hopes, wishes, and politics -- partisan politics, not reality. John
Kerry's reality was proven -- and it was proven -- when the plane went down in Nicaragua, and it
turned out that that was tied to the National Security Council, and money out of Saudi Arabia, and
money from the Iranians, and ultimately, as we showed, related in part to narcotics money, at least
in other elements of the Contra infrastructure. There were a lot of people who were mad at John
Kerry for having been right. The Reagan administration was, of course, furious. They didn't want
him anywhere near the Iran-Contra investigation, because he knew too much and he was too
effective. That's what I believe it was about.
-Jonathan Winer, former chief counsel to the Kerry committee (1985-1994), former U.S. deputy
assistant secretary of state for international law enforcement
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/choice2004/interviews/winer.html
"What we didn't know was, the time that John Kerry made the decision not to go after Oliver North
and to go after the other violations of law that we saw, that Oliver North was going after John
Kerry. If you look at Oliver North's diaries, North had people calling him up, and giving him
detailed information on every aspect of our investigation. Week after week, month after month, in
1986, Oliver North's diaries have references to John Kerry. North understood that the Kerry
investigation was a real risk to his ability to continue to engage in the illegal activity he was
engaging in."
-Jonathan Winer, former chief counsel to the Kerry committee (1985-1994), former U.S. deputy
assistant secretary of state for international law enforcement
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/choice2004/interviews/winer.html
----------------------2013-2014 EX-DEA SUPERVISORS BLAME CIA FOR DEATH OF DEA AGENT ENRIQUE
"KIKI" CAMARENA
“It was I who directed the investigation into the death of Camarena” “During this investigation, we
discovered that some members of a U.S. intelligence agency, who had infiltrated the DFS (the
Mexican Federal Security Directorate), also participated in the kidnapping of Camarena. Two
witnesses identified Felix Ismael Rodriguez. They (witnesses) were with the DFS and they told us
that, in addition, he (Rodriguez) had identified himself. “U.S. intelligence.”
--EX DEA AGENT HECTOR BERRELLEZ October, 2013. Berrellez lead the murder inestigation
"Operation Leyenda"" into the death of DEA agent ENRIQUE "KIKI" CAMARENA
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“Caro Quintero had billions of dollars stashed in secret bank accounts in Luxembourg and in
Switzerland,” “The one in Luxembourg had $4 billion and the other one had even more.” “To my
knowledge they were never confiscated,”
--EX DEA AGENT HECTOR BERRELLEZ, Forbes Magazine December 5, 2013
“In interrogation room, I was told by Mexican authorities, that CIA operatives were in there.
Actually conducting the interrogation. Actually taping Kiki.”
--Phil Jordan (DEA-RET.), former director of the El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC) October, 2013
"The CIA was the source. They gave them to us," "Obviously, they were there. Or at least some of
their contract workers were there."
-EX-DEA Agent Hector Berrellez (COPIES of the audio taped torture session were provided to
DEA within a week)
“The CIA ordered the kidnapping and torture of ‘Kiki’ Camarena, and when they killed him, they
made us believe it was Caro Quintero in order to cover up all the illegal things they were doing
(with drug trafficking) in Mexico” “The DEA is the only (federal agency) with the authority to
authorize drug trafficking into the United States as part of an undercover operation”. “The business
with El Bufalo (RAFAEL CARO QUINTERO's RANCH) was nothing compared with the money
from the cocaine that was being sold to buy weapons for the CIA”.
--Phil Jordan (DEA-RET.), former director of the El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC) October, 2013
"I know and from what I have been told by a former head of the Mexican federal police,
Comandante (Guillermo Gonzales) Calderoni, the CIA was involved in the movement of drugs from
South America to Mexico and to the U.S.,"
--Phil Jordan (DEA-RET.), former director of the El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC) October, 2013
He (Mexican Judicial Police Officer Guillermo Gonzalez Calderoni) told me: ‘Hector, get out of
this business because they’re going to fuck you over. The CIA is involved in that business about
‘Kiki’. It’s very dangerous for you to be in this.’ He gave me names, among them that of Felix, and
details and everything, but when my bosses found out, they took me out of the investigation and
sent me to Washington. "He told me, 'Your government did it,' "
--EX DEA AGENT HECTOR BERRELLEZ October, 2013. Calderoni was killed in McAllen Texas
in 2003. His murder remains unsolved.
8/10"Back in the middle 1980's, the DFS, their main role was to protect the drug lords," "Upon
arrival we were confronted by over 50 DFS agents pointing machine guns and shotguns at us--the
DEA. They told us we were not going to take Caro Quintero," "Well, Caro Quintero came up to the
plane door waved a bottle of champagne at the DEA agents and said, 'My children, next time, bring
more guns.' And laughed at us."
--EX DEA AGENT HECTOR BERRELLEZ October, 2013. (Caro Quintero allegedly carried DFS
credentials during the escape flight piloted by a CIA Contractor.)
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"Our intelligence agencies were working under the cover of DFS. And as I said it before,
unfortunately, DFS agents at that time were also in charge of protecting the drug lords and their
monies," "After the murder of Camarena, (Mexico's) investigation pointed that the DFS had been
complicit along with American intelligence in the kidnap and torture of Kiki. That's when they
decided to disband the DFS."
--EX DEA AGENT HECTOR BERRELLEZ October, 2013
"I know what these men are saying is true, that the Contras were trafficking in drugs while the CIA
looked the other way, because I served in the trenches of Latin America for six years when this was
going on,"
--EX DEA agent Celerino Castillo III, October, 2013.
“I don’t know of any DEA administrator that I worked for who would have sanctioned cocaine
smuggling into the United States in the name of national security, when we are out there risking our
lives,”
--Phil Jordan
“Kiki said, ‘That’s horseshit. You’re lining your pockets,’” “He could not believe that the U.S.
government could be running drugs into the United States.”
-Phil Jordan
"the use of a drug dealer’s property by the CIA for the purpose of helping the Contras didn’t sit well
with the DEA agents." “That’s the way we’re brought up, so to speak,” he said. “When we see
someone running drugs, we want to bust them, not work with them.”
--Phil Jordan
“The Contras were running drugs from Central America and the Contras were providing drugs to
street gangs in Los Angeles. That’s your connection.”
--Hector Berrellez
"We've been attacked for this, and our credibility has been questioned, by people who were not
involved in the investigation and had no first-hand knowledge of what took place then or what is
happening now."
-Phil Jordan
“We’re not saying the CIA murdered Kiki Camarena,” Jordan said. But the “consensual relationship
between the Godfathers of Mexico and the CIA that included drug trafficking” contributed to
Camarena’s death, he added. “I don’t have a problem with the CIA conducting covert operations to
protect the national security of our country or our allies, but not to engage in criminal activity that
leads to the murder of one our agents,”
--Phil Jordan
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Etienne van Rattingen – natuurfilosoof
"We have people in the U.S. witness protection program who say they are willing to give additional
statements under oath to a federal agent or federal prosecutor concerning these details," ....I am not
an active federal agent, so I can't take the allegations into an indictment process, but interested
agents and prosecutors can do this. We're waiting."
-Hector Berrellez
--------------From "The Pariah" by Charles Bowden, Esquire Magazine, September, 1998
"When the Big Dog gets off the porch, watch out." "The CIA's mission is to break laws and be
ruthless. And they are dangerous."
--EX DEA Agent Mike Holm, September, 1998, Esquire Magazine article "The Pariah" by Charles
Bowden
“stand down because of national security."
--DEA agent Mike Holm (Holm's superiors at DEA's reaction to reports that Southern Air
Transport, a CIA- contracted airline, was landing planeloads of cocaine at Homestead Air Force)
"There ain't no fucking drug war," he says now. "I was even called un-American. Nobody cares
about this shit. "As I read (about Gary Webb), I thought, This shit is true,"
--Hector Berrellez checked into a blank schedule for one year after being transferred to Washington
DC desk job. He had ordered a criminal investigation of the CIA and drug trafficking. His
informants were "reporting strange fortified bases scattered around Mexico, ...and, his informants
told him, the planes were shipping drugs."
Berrellez went to Mexico City to meet with his DEA superiors and American-embassy staff,
mentioned the reports and was told, Stay away from those bases; they're our training camps, special
operations" "Remarks made by retired Drug Enforcement Administration Agent Phil Jordan and
those of other retired DEA agents do not reflect the views of the Drug Enforcement
Administration,"
-- DEA statement, 2014
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